
Association of Tracheostomy with Changes in
Sedation during COVID-19: A Quality Improvement
Evaluation at the University of Michigan

To the Editor:

Percutaneous and surgical tracheostomy is safe in critically ill patients
requiring prolonged mechanical ventilation (1–3). However, existing
trial data are inconclusive regarding the optimal timing of
tracheostomy (4, 5). This uncertainty has grown during the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic (6). Guidelines have
recommended that tracheostomy be delayed later than most “late
tracheostomy” arms of recent trials (1, 5, 7–12). This delay arises from
uncertainty of patient benefit as well as concern for healthcare
workers during aerosol-generating procedures (5, 13). It may be more
challenging to sedate or achieve ventilator synchrony in the relatively
younger, less comorbid populations with COVID-19 (14). We
reviewed our institution’s experience with patients with COVID-19
undergoing tracheostomy placement at the discretion of the attending
intensivist, to evaluate whether tracheostomy was associated with a
reduction in sedation and analgesia administration.

Methods
Patients were included if they were at least 18 years of age, were
positive for COVID-19 on a reverse transcriptase–polymerase chain
reaction severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-
2) test, and did not have another indication for deep sedation. The
timing of tracheostomy was determined by the attending intensivist.
Data were collected for the day of tracheostomy and 5 days before and
after the procedure by two independent trained data abstractors
blinded to each other’s results; differences were reconciled. Drug
dosages were obtained by a pharmacist via electronic data abstraction.
Opioids included fentanyl, oxycodone, morphine, and hydromorphone.
Opioid doses were converted into intravenous fentanyl equivalents
(100mcg [0.1mg] i.v. fentanyl=1.5mg i.v. hydromorphone=5mg oral
hydromorphone=20 mg oxycodone=30 mg oral morphine=10 mg
i.v. morphine). Statistical analysis was done in Stata 16.1 (Code is in
APPENDIX in the online supplement). Comparisons between before and
after tracheostomy were implemented with multilevel regression with
daily measurements nested within patient (e.g., using xtreg, fe for
continuous outcomes and xtlogit, fe for dichotomous outcomes), with
day of procedure omitted. Analyses controlling for change over time
before tracheostomy were implemented as marginal spline testing for
difference in slope before versus after tracheostomy.

This study was a quality improvement project; retrospective
approval was received from the University of Michigan
Institutional Review Board (HUM00184067) to disseminate these
results.

Results
The first 28 tracheostomies were performed on patients with
COVID-19 at the University of Michigan between April 12 and
April 28, 2020. During that time, 131 patients received mechanical
ventilation and were COVID-19 positive at the same hospital.
Twenty-one of the 28 tracheostomies were performed
percutaneously, and 7 surgically. Three patients had other
indications for deep sedation (one with an intracranial hemorrhage
and two with refractory seizures) and were excluded from this
analysis; 25 patients were included in the final analysis. Mean age at
tracheostomy was 56 (range 26–89), 60% were male, and patients
were intubated for a mean of 22 days at the time of tracheostomy
(range 8–31). The intensive care unit (ICU) and hospital length of
stay median (mean6 standard deviation [SD]) for the cohort were
30 (33.126 9.77) and 51 (54.46 20.4) days, respectively.

Patients who underwent tracheostomy received a median
(mean6 SD) of 3 (3.56 2.0) different classes of sedatives in the
5 days before percutaneous tracheostomy and received a median
(mean6 SD) of 2.4 (2.46 2.0) mg of total fentanyl equivalents per
day. Following tracheostomy, the median (mean6 SD) fentanyl
equivalents administered decreased to 1.1 (1.86 1.9) mg of total
fentanyl equivalents per day. (Figure 1 shows individual fentanyl
equivalent dosing per day.) The estimated drop of mean fentanyl
equivalents was significant in within-person paired testing following
tracheostomy (estimated mean drop 0.56 mg fentanyl equivalent per
day, 95% confidence interval [95% CI], 0.32–0.81; P, 0.001).

During the 5 days before tracheostomy placement, bedside
nurses evaluated the median (mean 6 SD) Richmond Agitation-
Sedation Scale (RASS) score as21.5 (21.66 1.4) (Figure 2). Sixty-
seven percent of patient-days had no recorded levels of “coma” (24
or below), and 6% had at least one recorded “agitated” level (14 or
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Figure 1. Fentanyl equivalents before and after tracheostomy placement.
The median is indicated by the crosses; the dashed lines indicate the 25th
and 75th percentiles. Trach= tracheostomy.
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above). Three percent of patient-days included a physical therapy
session. Spontaneous breathing trials were attempted in 22% of
patient-days before tracheostomy.

In contrast, during the 5 days after tracheostomy, the median
(mean6 SD) RASS score rose to 21.0 (21.06 1.3), and 92% of
patient-days had no recorded levels of coma. Fourteen percent of
patient-days after tracheostomy had periods without delirium, and
1% had a recorded agitated level. In within-person paired analyses,
mean RASS scores rose 0.61 (95% CI, 0.32–0.90; P, 0.001), as did
the odds of being coma-free (odds ratio [OR], 3.4; 95% CI, 1.9–6.0)
and of receiving physical therapy (OR, 7.2; 95% CI, 2.1–24.2;
P= 0.002), but not days without agitation defined as RASS score of
14 or15 (OR, 0.72; 95% CI, 0.32–1.60; P= 0.42). Fifteen percent of
patient-days included a physical therapy session, and 43% of
patient-days included a spontaneous breathing trial.

In regression analyses controlled for linear trend across the
5 days before tracheostomy, there were no statistically significant
differences following tracheostomy in fentanyl equivalents or RASS
score. However, estimates were imprecisely estimated so differences
cannot be ruled out (Table 1).

Discussion
Our study shows an association between placement
of tracheostomy and decrease in opioid use, as well as
improvement in mental status as measured by RASS score,
increased participation in physical therapy, and an increase
in days with attempted spontaneous breathing trials. This aligns
with theoretical benefits of tracheostomy over translaryngeal
intubation, such as decreased pulmonary infections, sedation
requirements, days of mechanical ventilation, and total ICU
days (15, 16).

Timing of tracheostomy has been complicated during
COVID-19, when ICU beds and supplies have been limited.
It has also been noted that younger, healthier patients with
COVID-19 pneumonia have received higher doses and
multiple agents to achieve sedation and synchrony (14).
Owing to personal protective equipment requirements and
increased time and effort to enter isolation rooms, providers
may less frequently titrate sedative infusions. Efforts should be
made to minimize sedation requirements despite the challenges of
COVID-19, as that remains best practice. Tracheostomy may
facilitate this but should be considered with multiple other
strategies.
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Figure 2. RASS scores before and after tracheostomy placement. The
median is indicated by the crosses; the dashed lines indicate the 25th and
75th percentiles. RASS=Richmond Agitation-Sedation Score; Trach =
tracheostomy.

Table 1. Multivariable fixed effects regression

Outcomes Immediate Change Change in Slope (per Day)

Estimate 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper P Value Estimate 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper P
Value

Fentanyl equivalents 20.27 20.85 0.31 0.359 20.10 20.28 0.07 0.246
RASS 20.25 20.92 0.42 0.460 20.09 20.29 0.11 0.395

Odds Ratio 95% CI
Lower

95% CI
Upper

P
Value

Odds Ratio 95% CI
Lower

95% CI
Upper

P
Value

No coma 1.11 0.30 4.07 0.878 1.35 0.91 2.02 0.139
Participation in physical
therapy

17.50 0.53 575.46 0.108 1.90 0.75 4.80 0.173

Definition of abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; RASS=Richmond Agitation-Sedation Score.
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On a New Approach to Assess
Bronchodilator Responsiveness

To the Editor:

The American Thoracic Society (ATS) and European Respiratory Society
(ERS) joint guidelines for spirometry define a “positive” bronchodilator
(BD) response (BDR) as a 0.2 L and a 12% increase in either forced
expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) or in forced vital capacity (FVC)
(1). This categorization does not always have clinical significance or
therapeutic implications and often fails to separate asthma from chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Furthermore, those with reduced
lung function may fail the D >0.2 L criterion, whereas those with larger
volumes at baseline may fail the 12% rule (2–4). The percentage change
after BD administration is a continuous variable, and one threshold does
not optimally differentiate responders from nonresponders (5–7).
Recently, Hansen and colleagues (8) recommended a nonbinary BDR
classification based only on FEV1, using absolute or percentage changes
from baseline. The authors differentiated between negative, minimal,
mild, moderate, and marked responses by using the following

thresholds: <0 L/<0%, <0.09 L/<9%, <0.16 L/<16%, <0.26 L/
<26%, and .0.26 L/.26%, respectively (Figure 1A). The study
correlated BDR categories with respiratory exacerbations, radiological
airway measurements, dyspnea, exercise performance, and quality of
life scores (8). The article, however, does not make clear the partition
method used. If the absolute and percentage change criteria are to be
met simultaneously (logical operator “and”), many tests remain
uncharacterized, falling into discordant brackets. If the correct
operator is “or,” the article does not specify which classification schema
was used for discordant categories. For example, if a test shows mild
BDR because DFEV12 (0.09–0.16 L) and moderate responsiveness
because percentage change in FEV1 2 (16–26%), then how does one
classify it (Figure 1)? One option is to consider the lowest impairment
(Figure 1B, “up-sweep”), when the actual formula starts categorizing
from the lowest severity category. For example, the formula classifies a
change of 8% in FEV1 as minimal BDR and would not reconsider the
higher degree of impairment (e.g., of 0.15 L as mild BDR) while
moving up to the next stratum. Another option is grading the severity
by the highest impairment (Figure 1C, “down-sweep”) (i.e., formula
starts categorizing BDR from the highest degree of impairment). For
example, a change.0.26 L categorizes a test as marked BDR and does
not consider a lower impairment (e.g., a 15% increase) later on while
moving down the categories, as the patient has already been labeled.
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